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(54) LANE ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM

(57) A lane assignment system (10) includes a dig-
ital-map (14), a ranging-sensor (26), and one or more
controller-circuits (24). The digital-map (14) indicates a
position (18) of a host-vehicle (12) traveling in a trav-
el-lane (20) on a roadway (22). The ranging sensor de-
tects a lateral-distance (28) to an other-vehicle (16)
traveling on the roadway (22) proximate the host-vehicle
(12). The one or more controller-circuits (24) are in com-
munication with the digital-map (14) and the ranging-sen-

sor (26). The one or more controller-circuits (24) deter-
mine a lateral-variation (30) of the lateral-distance (28),
determine whether the lateral-variation (30) is greater
than a dynamic-threshold (32), determine whether a sec-
ond-lane (34) exists beyond a first-lane (36) based on
the digital-map (14), determine that the other-vehicle (16)
is traveling in the first-lane (36), and operate the host-ve-
hicle (12) in accordance with the other-vehicle (16)
traveling in the first-lane (36).
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Patent Application No. 62/691,323, filed June
28, 2018, the entire disclosure of which is hereby incor-
porated herein by reference. This application also claims
the benefit of U.S. Patent Application No. 16/025,138,
filed July 2, 2018, the entire disclosure of which is hereby
incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF DISCLOSURE

[0002] This disclosure generally relates to a lane as-
signment system, and more particularly relates to a lane
assignment system that determines whether an other-
vehicle is in an adjacent-lane.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A vehicle traveling on a multi-lane roadway may
determine a lane change into an adjacent-lane is possible
when the adjacent-lane is free of other vehicles. The ve-
hicle may detect other vehicles that do not appear to be
traveling in the adjacent-lane.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0004] The present disclosure proposes to solve the
above mentioned problem by providing a lane assign-
ment system comprising a digital-map indicating a posi-
tion of a host-vehicle traveling in a travel-lane on a road-
way. The system further comprises a ranging-sensor de-
tecting a lateral-distance to an other-vehicle traveling on
the roadway proximate the host-vehicle. The system fur-
ther comprises one or more controller-circuits in commu-
nication with the digital-map and the ranging-sensor. The
one or more controller-circuits determine a lateral-varia-
tion of the lateral-distance, determine whether the lateral-
variation is greater than a dynamic-threshold, and deter-
mine whether a second-lane exists beyond a first-lane
based on the digital-map. The first-lane is characterized
as being adjacent to the travel-lane. In accordance with
the determination that the lateral-variation is greater than
the dynamic-threshold, and that the second-lane does
not exist, the one or more controller-circuits determine
that the other-vehicle is traveling in the first-lane. The
one or more controller-circuits operate the host-vehicle
in accordance with the other-vehicle traveling in the first-
lane.
[0005] According to other advantageous features of
the present disclosure:

- the dynamic-threshold is based on a lane-width of
the travel-lane at the position of the host-vehicle;

- the dynamic-threshold is greater than four meters of
lateral-variation;

- the one or more controller-circuits apply a low-pass
filter to the lateral-variation when the other-vehicle
is determined to be traveling in the first-lane;

[0006] The present disclosure also proposes to solve
the above mentioned problem by providing a lane as-
signment system comprising a digital-map indicating a
position of a host-vehicle traveling in a travel-lane on a
roadway. The system further comprises a ranging-sen-
sor detecting a lateral-distance to an other-vehicle
traveling on the roadway proximate the host-vehicle. The
system further comprises one or more controller-circuits
in communication with the digital-map and the ranging-
sensor. The one or more controller-circuits determine a
lateral-variation of the lateral-distance, determine wheth-
er the lateral-variation is greater than a dynamic-thresh-
old, determine whether a second-lane exists beyond a
first-lane based on the digital-map. The first-lane is char-
acterized as being adjacent to the travel-lane. In accord-
ance with the determination that the lateral-variation is
greater than the dynamic-threshold, and that the second-
lane exists, the one or more controller-circuits determine
that the other-vehicle is traveling in the second-lane. The
one or more controller-circuits operate the host-vehicle
in accordance with the other-vehicle traveling in the sec-
ond-lane.
[0007] According to other advantageous features of
the present disclosure:

- the dynamic-threshold is based on a lane-width of
the travel-lane at the position of the host-vehicle;

- the dynamic-threshold is greater than four meters of
lateral-variation

- the one or more controller-circuits increases a lane-
boundary-width of the second-lane by a predeter-
mined-value when the other-vehicle is determined
to be traveling in the second-lane;

- the one or more controller-circuits increases a lane-
boundary-width of the second-lane by a dynamic-
value when the other-vehicle is determined to be
traveling in the second-lane;

[0008] The present disclosure also proposes a method
of operating a lane assignment system said, method
comprising the steps of:

a) indicating a position of a host-vehicle traveling in
a travel-lane on a roadway with a digital-map;
b) detecting a lateral-distance to an other-vehicle
traveling on the roadway proximate the host-vehicle
with a ranging-sensor;
c) determining, with one or more controller-circuits
in communication with the digital-map and the rang-
ing-sensor, a lateral-variation of the lateral-distance;
d) determining whether the lateral-variation is great-
er than a dynamic-threshold;
e) determining whether a second-lane exists beyond
a first-lane based on the digital-map, the first-lane
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characterized as being adjacent to the travel-lane;
f) in accordance with the determination that the lat-
eral-variation is greater than the dynamic-threshold
and that the second-lane does not exist;
g) determining that the other-vehicle is traveling in
the first-lane; and
h) operating the host-vehicle in accordance with the
other-vehicle traveling in the first-lane.

[0009] Preferably the method further comprises the
step of:

d1) the dynamic-threshold is based on a lane-width
of the travel-lane at the position of the host-vehicle;
d2) the dynamic-threshold is greater than four me-
ters of lateral-variation.

i) applying a low-pass filter, with the one or more
controller-circuits, to the lateral-variation when
the other-vehicle is determined to be traveling
in the first-lane.

[0010] The present disclosure also proposes a method
of testing a lane assignment system said, method com-
prising the steps of:

a) indicating a position of a host-vehicle traveling in
a travel-lane on a roadway with a digital-map;
b) detecting a lateral-distance to an other-vehicle
traveling on the roadway proximate the host-vehicle
with a ranging-sensor;
c) determining, with one or more controller-circuits
in communication with the digital-map and the rang-
ing-sensor, a lateral-variation of the other-vehicle
based on the ranging-sensor;
d) determining whether the lateral-variation is great-
er than a dynamic-threshold;
e) determining whether a second-lane exists beyond
a first-lane based on the digital-map, the first-lane
characterized as being adjacent to the travel-lane;
f) in accordance with the determination that the lat-
eral-variation is greater than the dynamic-threshold
and that the second-lane exists, determining that the
other-vehicle is traveling in the second-lane;
g) operating the host-vehicle in accordance with the
other-vehicle traveling in the second-lane.

[0011] Preferably the method further comprises the
step of:

d1) the dynamic-threshold is based on a lane-width
of the travel-lane at the position of the host-vehicle;
d2) the dynamic-threshold is greater than four me-
ters of lateral-variation;
h) increasing a lane-boundary-width of the second-
lane by a predetermined-value, with the one or more
controller-circuits;
i) increasing a lane-boundary-width of the second-

lane by a dynamic-value, with the one or more con-
troller-circuits.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012] The present disclosure will now be described,
by way of example with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an illustration of a lane assignment system
in accordance with one embodiment;
Fig. 2 is an illustration of a host-vehicle equipped
with the lane assignment system of Fig. 1 in accord-
ance with one embodiment;
Fig. 3 is an illustration of a host-vehicle equipped
with the lane assignment system of Fig. 1 in accord-
ance with another embodiment; and
Fig. 4 is an illustration of a method of operating the
lane assignment system of Fig. 1 in accordance with
yet another embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments, examples of which are illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings. In the following detailed description,
numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide
a thorough understanding of the various described em-
bodiments. However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary
skill in the art that the various described embodiments
may be practiced without these specific details. In other
instances, well-known methods, procedures, compo-
nents, circuits, and networks have not been described in
detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the
embodiments.
[0014] Fig. 1 illustrates a lane assignment system 10,
hereafter referred to as the system 10, for use on an
automated vehicle 12, hereafter referred to as a host-
vehicle 12. As will be described in more detail below, the
system 10 is an improvement on previous lane-assign-
ment-systems because the system 10 uses a digital-map
14 to determine whether an other-vehicle 16 is traveling
in an adjacent-lane that is adjacent to or next to a travel-
lane presently traveled or occupied by the host-vehicle
12, which may be beneficial for automatic-lane-change
features that may be installed on the host-vehicle 12.
[0015] The system 10 includes the digital-map 14 that
indicates a position 18 of the host-vehicle 12 traveling in
a travel-lane 20 on a roadway 22. As used herein, the
position 18 is a global-positioning-system (GPS) coordi-
nate of the host-vehicle 12. The digital-map 14 may be
located on-board the host-vehicle 12 and may be inte-
grated into one or more controller-circuits 24. The digital-
map 14 may be stored ’in the cloud’ and accessed via a
transceiver (e.g. Wi-Fi, cellular, satellite - not shown).
The digital-map 14 and transceiver may also be part of
a location-device (e.g. GPS - not shown).
[0016] The system 10 also includes a ranging-sensor
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26 that detects, but is not limited to detecting, a lateral-
distance 28 to the other-vehicle 16 traveling on the road-
way 22 proximate the host-vehicle 12. As used herein,
the lateral-distance 28 is the distance between a host-
vehicle-longitudinal-axis 29 and an other-vehicle-longi-
tudinal-axis 31 measured normal to the host-vehicle-lon-
gitudinal-axis 29 (see Figs. 2-3). The ranging-sensor 26
may be a radar-sensor or a lidar-sensor as will be under-
stood by those in the art. In the example illustrated in Fig.
1, the ranging-sensor 26 is a radar-sensor. The radar-
sensor may be configured to output a continuous or pe-
riodic data stream that includes a variety of signal char-
acteristics associated with each target detected. The sig-
nal characteristics may include or be indicative of, but
are not limited to, the range to the target from the host-
vehicle 12, the azimuth-angle (not specifically shown) to
the target relative to a host-vehicle-longitudinal-axis 29,
an amplitude (not shown) of the radar-signal, and a rel-
ative-velocity of closure (i.e. a range-rate - not shown)
relative to the target.
[0017] The system 10 also includes the one or more
controller-circuits 24 in communication with the digital-
map 14 and the ranging-sensor 26. The one or more
controller-circuits 24 may include a processor (not spe-
cifically shown) such as a microprocessor or other control
circuitry such as analog and/or digital control circuitry in-
cluding an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
for processing data as should be evident to those in the
art. The one or more controller-circuits 24 may include a
memory (not specifically shown), including non-volatile
memory, such as electrically erasable programmable
read-only-memory (EEPROM) for storing one or more
routines, thresholds, and captured data. The one or more
routines may be executed by the processor to perform
steps for determining the lateral-distance 28 based on
signals received by the ranging-sensor 26 as described
herein.
[0018] The one or more controller-circuits 24 may an-
alyze the radar-signal to categorize the data from each
detected-target with respect to a list of previously detect-
ed-targets having established tracks. As used herein, a
track refers to one or more data sets that have been as-
sociated with a particular instance of the detected-tar-
gets. By way of example and not limitation, if the ampli-
tude of the radar-signal is greater than a predetermined
amplitude threshold, then the one or more controller-cir-
cuits 24 determines if the data corresponds to a previ-
ously detected-target or if a new-target has been detect-
ed. If the data corresponds to a previously detected-tar-
get, the data is added to or combined with prior data to
update the track of the previously detected-target. If the
data does not correspond to any previously detected-
target because, for example, it is located too far away
from any previously detected-target, then it may be char-
acterized as a new-target and assigned a unique track
identification number. The identification number may be
assigned according to the order that data for a new de-
tected-target is received, or may be assigned an identi-

fication number according to a grid location in the field-
of-view.
[0019] Fig. 2 illustrates a traffic-scenario where the
host-vehicle 12 is traveling in the travel-lane 20 of the
roadway 22 and the other-vehicle 16 is traveling in an-
other-lane and approaching from behind the host-vehicle
12. An important feature of an automated lane-changing-
system is to determine whether a lane-change may be
safely executed by the host-vehicle 12. Occasionally, tar-
get outputs from the tracker exhibit a large lateral-varia-
tion 30. That is, an object that is initially determined to
be in the adjacent-lane, can appear to move back and
forth from one lane to another-lane. This situation may
lead to a false-negative input to a threat-assessment-
algorithm (stored in the one or more controller-circuits 24
- not shown) in making a decision when it is "safe" to
make the automatic lane-change. That is, the host-vehi-
cle 12 may falsely perceive that it is safe to perform a
lane-change maneuver into the adjacent-lane, where the
other-vehicle 16 is actually traveling in the adjacent-lane,
increasing a risk of collision.
[0020] The one or more controller-circuits 24 deter-
mine the lateral-variation 30 of the lateral-distance 28
based on the signals received from the ranging-sensor
26, and determine whether the lateral-variation 30 is
greater than a dynamic-threshold 32. A magnitude of the
dynamic-threshold 32 may be dependent on a lane-width
of the travel-lane 20 at the position 18 of host-vehicle 12.
The lane-width may be measured by sensors installed
on the host-vehicle 12 (such as vision-sensors), or may
be included in the digital-map 14. The inventors have
discovered that for the travel-lane 20 having a lane-width
of 3.5-meters, the dynamic-threshold 32 of greater than
4-meters of lateral-variation 30 provides a sufficient bal-
ance between signal-noise and accuracy when determin-
ing the assignment of a particular lane.
[0021] The one or more controller-circuits 24 deter-
mine whether a second-lane 34 exists beyond a first-lane
36 based on the digital-map 14, where the first-lane 36
is characterized as being adjacent to the travel-lane 20
traveled by the host-vehicle 12 (i.e. the adjacent-lane).
In accordance with the determination that the lateral-var-
iation 30 is greater than the dynamic-threshold 32 and
that the second-lane 34 does not exist (as illustrated in
Fig. 2), the one or more controller-circuits 24 determine
that the other-vehicle 16 is traveling in the first-lane 36
and operates the host-vehicle 12 in accordance with the
other-vehicle 16 traveling in the first-lane 36. For exam-
ple, the one or more controller-circuits 24 may prevent
the host-vehicle 12 from making the lane-change maneu-
ver to avoid a collision based on the other-vehicle’s 16
speed, acceleration, and range in the first-lane 36.
[0022] In another embodiment, the one or more con-
troller-circuits 24 apply a low-pass-filter 38 to the lateral-
variation 30 when the other-vehicle 16 is determined to
be traveling in the first-lane 36. This is beneficial because
it reduces the large deviations detected by the tracker
that may erroneously affect an average-value of the lat-
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eral-variation 30.
[0023] Fig. 3 is another traffic-scenario that illustrates
another embodiment of the system 10 of Fig. 1. In this
traffic-scenario, the host-vehicle 12 is traveling in the
travel-lane 20 of the roadway 22 and the other-vehicle
16 is traveling in another-lane and approaching from be-
hind the host-vehicle 12. The one or more controller-cir-
cuits 24 determine the lateral-variation 30 of the lateral-
distance 28 and determine whether the lateral-variation
30 is greater than the dynamic-threshold 32. The one or
more controller-circuits 24 also determine whether a sec-
ond-lane 34 exists beyond the first-lane 36 based on the
digital-map 14, as described above. In accordance with
the determination that the lateral-variation 30 is greater
than the dynamic-threshold 32 and that the second-lane
34 does actually exist, the one or more controller-circuits
24 determine that the other-vehicle 16 is traveling in the
second-lane 34 and operates the host-vehicle 12 in ac-
cordance with the other-vehicle 16 traveling in the sec-
ond-lane 34. For example, the one or more controller-
circuits 24 may permit the host-vehicle 12 to make the
lane-change maneuver into the first-lane 36.
[0024] In another embodiment, the one or more con-
troller-circuits 24 increases a lane-boundary-width 40 of
the second-lane 34 by a predetermined-value 42 (0.5-
meters, for example), when the other-vehicle 16 is de-
termined to be traveling in the second-lane 34. In another
embodiment, the one or more controller-circuits 24 in-
creases the lane-boundary-width 40 of the second-lane
34 by a dynamic-value 44 when the other-vehicle 16 is
determined to be traveling in the second-lane 34. Pref-
erably, the dynamic-value 44 is a function of the lane-
width of the travel-lane 20 at the position 18 of host-ve-
hicle 12. Increasing the lane-boundary-width 40 of the
second-lane 34 is beneficial because it reduces the likely
false occurrences of detecting the other-vehicle 16 in the
first-lane 36 when it is determined to be traveling in the
second-lane 34.
[0025] Fig. 4 is a flow chart of yet another embodiment
of a method 200 of operating a lane assignment system
10, hereafter referred to as the system 10.
[0026] Step 202, INDICATE POSITION, includes indi-
cating a position 18 of a host-vehicle 12 traveling in a
travel-lane 20 on a roadway 22 with a digital-map 14,
using the system illustrated in Fig. 1. As used herein, the
position 18 is a global-positioning-system (GPS) coordi-
nate of the host-vehicle 12.
[0027] Step 204, DETECT LATERAL-DISTANCE, in-
cludes detecting a lateral-distance 28 to an other-vehicle
16 traveling on the roadway 22 proximate the host-vehi-
cle 12 with a ranging-sensor 26, as described above. In
the example illustrated in Fig. 1, the ranging-sensor 26
is a radar-sensor.
[0028] Step 206, DETERMINE LATERAL-VARIA-
TION, includes determining, with one or more controller-
circuits 24 in communication with the digital-map 14 and
the ranging-sensor 26, a lateral-variation 30 of the lateral-
distance 28, as described above. Occasionally, target

outputs from the tracker exhibit a large lateral-variation
30 where an object that is initially determined to be in the
adjacent-lane, can appear to move back and forth from
one lane to another-lane.
[0029] Step 208, IS LATERAL-VARIATION GREAT-
ER THAN DYNAMIC-THRESHOLD?, includes deter-
mining whether the lateral-variation 30 is greater than a
dynamic-threshold 32. A magnitude of the dynamic-
threshold 32 depends on a lane-width of the travel-lane
20 at the position 18 of host-vehicle 12. The inventors
have discovered that for the typical travel-lane 20 having
a lane-width of 3.5-meters, the dynamic-threshold 32 of
greater than 4-meters of lateral-variation 30 provides a
sufficient balance between signal-noise and accuracy
when assigning the other-vehicle 16 to a particular lane.
[0030] Step 210, DOES SECOND-LANE EXIST?, in-
cludes determining whether a second-lane 34 exists be-
yond a first-lane 36 based on the digital-map 14, the first-
lane 36 characterized as being adjacent to the travel-
lane 20.
[0031] Step 212, DETERMINE OTHER-VEHICLE IS
IN FIRST-LANE, includes determining that the other-ve-
hicle 16 is traveling in the first-lane 36 in accordance with
the determination that the lateral-variation 30 is greater
than the dynamic-threshold 32 and that the second-lane
34 does not exist based on the digital-map 14, as de-
scribed above.
[0032] Step 214, APPLY FILTER, includes applying a
low-pass-filter 38 to the lateral-variation 30 when the oth-
er-vehicle 16 is determined to be traveling in the first-
lane 36, as described above.
[0033] Step 216, OPERATE HOST-VEHICLE, in-
cludes operating the host-vehicle 12 in accordance with
the other-vehicle 16 traveling in the first-lane 36, and may
prevent the host-vehicle 12 from making a lane-change
maneuver into the first-lane 36, as described above.
[0034] Step 218, DETERMINE OTHER-VEHICLE IS
IN SECOND-LANE, includes determining that the other-
vehicle 16 is traveling in the second-lane 34 in accord-
ance with the determination that the lateral-variation 30
is greater than the dynamic-threshold 32 and that the
second-lane 34 actually exists, based on the digital-map
14.
[0035] Step, 220, INCREASE LANE-BOUNDARY-
WIDTH, includes increasing a lane-boundary-width 40
of the second-lane 34 by a predetermined-value 42 (0.5-
meters, for example), when the other-vehicle 16 is de-
termined to be traveling in the second-lane 34. In another
embodiment, the one or more controller-circuits 24 in-
creases the lane-boundary-width 40 of the second-lane
34 by a dynamic-value 44 when the other-vehicle 16 is
determined to be traveling in the second-lane 34. Pref-
erably, the dynamic-value 44 is a function of the lane-
width of the travel-lane 20 at the position 18 of host-ve-
hicle 12.
[0036] Step 222, OPERATE HOST-VEHICLE, in-
cludes operating the host-vehicle 12 in accordance with
the other-vehicle 16 traveling in the second-lane 34, may
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permit the host-vehicle 12 to make the lane-change
maneuver into the first-lane 36, as described above.
[0037] In yet another embodiment, a first device in-
cludes one or more processors, memory, and one or
more programs stored in memory, the one or more pro-
grams including instructions for performing any of the
steps described above.
[0038] In yet another embodiment, a non-transitory
computer-readable storage-medium includes one or
more programs for execution by one or more processors
of a first device, the one or more programs including in-
structions which, when executed by the one or more proc-
essors, cause the first device to perform any of the steps
described above.
[0039] Accordingly, a lane assignment system 10 (the
system 10), and a method 200 of operating the lane as-
signment system 10, are provided. The system 10 is an
improvement over other lane-assignment-systems be-
cause the system 10 uses a digital-map 14 to determine
whether the other-vehicle 16 is traveling in the adjacent-
lane, and may prevent the host-vehicle 12 from making
the lane-change maneuver into the adjacent-lane to
avoid the collision.
[0040] While this disclosure has been described in
terms of the preferred embodiments thereof, it is not in-
tended to be so limited, but rather only to the extent set
forth in the claims that follow. "One or more" includes a
function being performed by one element, a function be-
ing performed by more than one element, e.g., in a dis-
tributed fashion, several functions being performed by
one element, several functions being performed by sev-
eral elements, or any combination of the above. It will
also be understood that, although the terms first, second,
etc. are, in some instances, used herein to describe var-
ious elements, these elements should not be limited by
these terms. These terms are only used to distinguish
one element from another. For example, a first contact
could be termed a second contact, and, similarly, a sec-
ond contact could be termed a first contact, without de-
parting from the scope of the various described embod-
iments. The first contact and the second contact are both
contacts, but they are not the same contact. The termi-
nology used in the description of the various described
embodiments herein is for the purpose of describing par-
ticular embodiments only and is not intended to be limit-
ing. As used in the description of the various described
embodiments and the appended claims, the singular
forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural
forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates other-
wise. It will also be understood that the term "and/or" as
used herein refers to and encompasses any and all pos-
sible combinations of one or more of the associated listed
items. It will be further understood that the terms "in-
cludes," "including," "comprises," and/or "comprising,"
when used in this specification, specify the presence of
stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements,
and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or
addition of one or more other features, integers, steps,

operations, elements, components, and/or groups there-
of. As used herein, the term "if’ is, optionally, construed
to mean "when" or "upon" or "in response to
determining" or "in response to detecting," depending on
the context. Similarly, the phrase "if it is determined" or "if
[a stated condition or event] is detected" is, optionally,
construed to mean "upon determining" or "in response
to determining" or "upon detecting [the stated condition
or event]" or "in response to detecting [the stated condi-
tion or event]," depending on the context.

Claims

1. A lane assignment system (10), the system (10)
comprising:

a digital-map (14), the digital-map (14) indicating
a position (18) of a host-vehicle (12) traveling in
a travel-lane (20) on a roadway (22);
a ranging-sensor (26), the ranging sensor de-
tecting a lateral-distance (28) to an other-vehicle
(16) traveling on the roadway (22) proximate the
host-vehicle (12); and
one or more controller-circuits (24) in communi-
cation with the digital-map (14) and the ranging-
sensor (26), the one or more controller-circuits
(24):

determining a lateral-variation (30) of the
lateral-distance (28);
determining whether the lateral-variation
(30) is greater than a dynamic-threshold
(32);
determining whether a second-lane (34) ex-
ists beyond a first-lane (36) based on the
digital-map (14), the first-lane (36) charac-
terized as being adjacent to the travel-lane
(20);
in accordance with the determination that
the lateral-variation (30) is greater than the
dynamic-threshold (32) and that the sec-
ond-lane (34) does not exist, determining
that the other-vehicle (16) is traveling in the
first-lane (36); and
operating the host-vehicle (12) in accord-
ance with the other-vehicle (16) traveling in
the first-lane (36).

2. The system (10) in accordance with claim 1, wherein
the dynamic-threshold (32) is based on a lane-width
of the travel-lane (20) at the position (18) of the host-
vehicle (12).

3. The system (10) in accordance with any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the dynamic-threshold
(32) is greater than four meters of lateral-variation
(30).
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4. The system (10) in accordance with any one of the
preceding claims, wherein the one or more control-
ler-circuits (24) apply a low-pass filter to the lateral-
variation (30) when the other-vehicle (16) is deter-
mined to be traveling in the first-lane (36).

5. A method (200) of operating a lane assignment sys-
tem (10), the method (200) comprising:

indicating (202) a position (18) of a host-vehicle
(12) traveling in a travel-lane (20) on a roadway
(22) with a digital-map (14);
detecting (204) a lateral-distance (28) to an oth-
er-vehicle (16) traveling on the roadway (22)
proximate the host-vehicle (12) with a ranging-
sensor (26);
determining (206), with one or more controller-
circuits (24) in communication with the digital-
map (14) and the ranging-sensor (26), a lateral-
variation (30) of the lateral-distance (28);
determining (208) whether the lateral-variation
(30) is greater than a dynamic-threshold (32);
determining (210) whether a second-lane (34)
exists beyond a first-lane (36) based on the dig-
ital-map (14), the first-lane (36) characterized
as being adjacent to the travel-lane (20);
in accordance with the determination that the
lateral-variation (30) is greater than the dynam-
ic-threshold (32) and that the second-lane (34)
does not exist;
determining (212) that the other-vehicle (16) is
traveling in the first-lane (36); and
operating (216) the host-vehicle (12) in accord-
ance with the other-vehicle (16) traveling in the
first-lane (36).

6. The method (200) in accordance with claim 5, where-
in the dynamic-threshold (32) is based on a lane-
width of the travel-lane (20) at the position (18) of
the host-vehicle (12).

7. The method (200) in accordance with any one of
claims 5-6, wherein the dynamic-threshold (32) is
greater than four meters of lateral-variation (30).

8. The method (200) in accordance with any one of
claims 5-7, further including the step of applying
(214) a low-pass filter, with the one or more control-
ler-circuits (24), to the lateral-variation (30) when the
other-vehicle (16) is determined to be traveling in the
first-lane (36).
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